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The brilliant sunshine touched the tea fields – long rows of emerald green that looked like 
velvet caterpillars snuggled up, one after another. I had just arrived in Japan and a longtime 
dream was coming true. I was going to meet a tea plant for the first time. It was like having a 
friend you’ve known for 25 years but never had the opportunity to see where they grew up.  
And now that was happening with my dear old friend, Camellia sinensis. (Please turn to page 50.)
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The brilliant sunshine touched the tea fields – 
long rows of emerald green that looked like velvet 
caterpillars snuggled up, one after another. I had 
just arrived in Japan and a longtime dream was 
coming true. I was going to meet a tea plant for the  
first time. It was like having a friend you’ve known 
for 25 years but never had the opportunity to see 
where they grew up. And now that was happening 
with my dear old friend, Camellia sinensis.

Our journey began in Kagoshima City, which 
overlooks the magnificent Sakurajima volcano. 
Sakurajima translates to “cherry blossom island.” 
Averaging 1-2 eruptions per day, this active volcano  
regularly blows puffy ash clouds into the air  
surrounding its summit. Cleaning supplies may 
be found along the city streets to aid in cleanup 
when the ash reaches the city. 

After breakfast on our first day, my colleague, 
Bev (our Production Manager), and I explored the 
hotel gardens and found a hidden stone staircase 
that led to a lush, green grotto nourished by a cool  
waterfall. It was a lovely sensory experience to begin  
the day. As we drove to a tea auction on that warm 
and humid day, I was amazed at how neat and 
clean the streets were, with not a speck of trash 
along the road. I was feeling at home already.

The Kagoshima tea auction facility had two 
floors. We climbed the stairs to a reception room 
where we were served iced tea from glass carafes  
of iced Ho-ji Cha, Sencha and a yuzu-flavored 
green tea. Yuzu is a slow-growing citrus fruit, fuzzy  
yellow in color, which originated in China and 
Tibet. It was introduced to Japan during the Tang 
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dynasty and, with its tart, refreshing flavor, has 
become a common ingredient in Japanese cuisine. 
The room was filled with history – a simple 6-tatami  
traditional Japanese home, ancient ceramic tea 
bowls and an early tea processing machine. We 
viewed a short film on how green tea is deeply  
woven into Japanese culture, from growing 
and processing in over 20 prefectures to young  
children steeping tea in Kyusu-style teapots and 
serving it in small cups to classmates.  

We walked downstairs to the auction floor. 
Six long rows of stainless steel tables held tray 
after tray of tea leaves in a wide range of green 
shades, from the new green of a willow tree in 
spring to the rich, velvety tones of a dark green 
forest. Some of the leaves from each tea tray were 
infused into a round cupping bowl. A stainless  
steel strainer, filled with wet leaves, rested to the 
side. All presented for inspection. I observed a 
Kukicha (twig tea) that looked like fine silky hair, 
a light spring-green color. As we moved along the 
rows, we were able to touch and smell the leaves, 
immersing our senses in their feel and aroma.

Later that morning at a tea processing facility, 
we watched as the raw tea leaves were processed 
into aracha, which translates to “unrefined tea.” 
The leaves are steamed, rolled and dried. They are  
then sold at auction to buyers who will refine them  
by firing, cutting, sorting and blending. Refined tea 
is called shiagecha. The majority of Japanese teas  
are refined and blended to achieve consistency 
in flavor. Tea masters apply their unique touch, 
transforming unrefined into refined.
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The moment I had been anticipating finally 
arrived. We traveled along the undulating, forested 
roads into the country to a tea farm. As I stepped 
off the bus, I inhaled the fresh, sweet air that 
nourished hundreds of tea plants. We immediately  
dashed over to the plants to pluck some leaves and 
breathe in their marvelous green scent. As I held 
the leaves up to my nose, I was quickly overcome  
with strong feelings and the significance of this 
once-in-a-lifetime experience. It is difficult to  
describe fully. The Japanese saying, Ichi-go Ichi-e, 
which translates to “one time, one meeting/ 
encounter,” comes close with its philosophy on 
the preciousness of a single moment in time, one 
that will never occur again. This single moment 
was magical for me.

We entered the garden’s factory into what 
felt like a steamy sauna, where the tea leaves 
were being steamed to halt oxidation and retain 
their greenness. The leaves were then blown  
into these enormously tall, mesh cylinders  
where they appeared to dance like butterflies  
on the wind. They flew and swirled, detaching 
from one another as the drying process started.  
Next came the drying and rolling room. They  
process Tencha (pre-Matcha) and Sencha here. 
Tencha is steamed and dried as well as being  
de-stemmed and de-veined to prepare it 
for grinding in the stone mills. In addition to  
steaming and drying, Sencha is also rolled to  
give the leaves their distinctive needle shape.  
The air was infused with the fragrance of fresh, 
raw tea leaves - a heady scent.   

A garden worker drove a shiny red machine 
that glided over the rows. It was harvesting the 
new growth and depositing the leaves into a large 
mesh container in back. I had the opportunity to 
climb aboard the tea harvesting machine when it 
came to rest. As I perched up in the seat, I looked 
out over the sea of green and thought, “this is 
where it all begins.”

The following day, we departed Kagoshima for 
Kyoto by way of the sleek shinkansen high-speed 
train, known in English as the bullet train. It reaches  
speeds of up to 200 MPH, and in its 55-year history,  
it has not had a single passenger injury. We arrived  
in Kyoto and were greeted by the sight of the tallest  
structure in the city, the Kyoto Tower. Its spire 
reaches a height of 430 feet. After dark, the tower 
glowed in cool tones of blue, purple and pink.

On our first day in Kyoto, we visited the 
Arashiyama Bamboo Grove, a magnificent forest 
of soaring bamboo, complete with walking paths. 
The bamboo stalks emitted a soft susurration as 
they swayed gently in the early evening breeze. 
As I walked along the worn path and listened to 
this lulling sound, I felt an otherworldly serenity 
descend over me. The next day, we traveled along 
winding mountain roads that overlooked tea fields  
tucked into nooks and crannies on craggy hillsides.  
A river caught the sunlight as it meandered along 
the road we followed. We arrived in Wazuka, an 
area that has an 800-year tea growing history 
and is home to hundreds of farms. It is believed 
that tea was originally brought to this area by Zen 
Buddhist monks for medicinal use at their temple.

After leaving the factory, my 
heart beat with excitement as we 
walked along the dirt road to the 
field. Upon reaching the field, I 
was immediately struck by how 
large and glossy the leaves were. 
Row upon row of tea bushes 
nourished by the pure mountain 
air surrounding the tea garden 
and factory. 
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Upon our arrival at the tea farm, I felt a light brush  
on my hand. When I looked down, I discovered a  
new friend – a ladybug had landed on my left hand.  
A universal symbol of good luck, I felt she had come  
in greeting and was wishing us well on our visit.  
Out in the tea fields, we saw whole sections that 
had been shaded with what looked like dark  
silver tarp. The tea rows are shaded for 2-4 weeks  
before harvest to block sunlight exposure and  
boost theanine levels in the leaves. An amino acid  
found in the tea leaf, theanine (L-theanine), gives 
green tea its unique umami flavor. By shading the  
leaves, this savory, brothy flavor is encouraged to  
develop. Once the shading is removed, it is vital  
to harvest the leaves immediately as the bushes 
will flush with new growth within 2-3 hours. 

The average lifespan of a tea plant in Japan 
is approximately 40 years. Once they reach that 
venerable age, they are replaced with new plants, 
preferably from cuttings, as a cutting is a clone 
of a mother plant having desirable characteristics.  
Growing tea plants from seed produces less  
predictable results. Leaves are harvested in  
the spring, summer and autumn, with the spring 
harvest producing the highest-quality tea. After 
the winter dormancy period, the accumulated  
nutrients nourish the new spring growth. The very 
first Sencha harvest is called Shincha, which translates 
to “new tea.” Harvesting is accomplished by one 
of three methods: handpicking, handheld shearing 
machine, or the large shearing machine driven 
by a garden worker. In areas where the fields are 
too steep for the large machine, mechanical hand 
shears are held by two workers, one on either 
side, and guided along each row.

Our final stop in Wazuka was at a Matcha factory  
where we observed freshly harvested leaves being  
steamed, blown, dried and sorted before the final 
step – grinding by the stone mills. Over 100 mills 
spun around in concert as they ground the Tencha 
leaves into Matcha powder. It takes one hour for 
one mill to produce 30 grams of Matcha. Later that 
day, we were honored to take part in a traditional  
Japanese Tea Ceremony, Cha-no-yu. Also called The  
Way of Tea, it has a long cultural heritage as the  
ceremonial preparation and presentation of Matcha.  
Some of my memories of this Ichi-go Ichi-e experience  
recall the graceful movements of the women in their  
kimonos, the peaceful energy of the room, the beauty  
of the tea bowls and the clean umami flavor of the tea.  

The days that followed were filled with visits to 
the beautiful shrines and temples in the Kyoto area, 
most notably, Kinkaku-ji, the Golden Pavilion, a  
gold-leafed temple that rises above a reflecting 
pond dotted with small islands and edged with  
colorful patches of deep purple iris in full bloom. 
A magnificent golden phoenix caps the building, 
which is surrounded by beautiful gardens and 
walking paths. We enjoyed delicious Japanese  
cuisine throughout our visit. By week’s end, my body  
felt clean and refreshed from all of the healthy 
eating. We wrapped up the week in Tokyo, visiting  
the Skytree broadcasting and observation tower.  
At over 2,000 feet tall, it is the world’s second  
tallest structure. I overcame my fears and  
ascended to what felt like the top of the world. 

As our plane rose above the clouds and I said 
goodbye to Japan, I thought about all of the amazing  
experiences I had. I thought about how very kind 
the people in Japan are and how welcome I felt 
during my stay there. I felt my tea journey had 
come full circle and was clicking into place. I had 
the once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to see “where 
it all begins.” Now, when I enjoy a cup of Japanese  
tea, it brings me back to that magical place where  
my old friend grows under the Japanese sky. I have  
gained a whole new perspective and appreciation  
for these very special teas. I encourage every-
one to have fun exploring our full range of 
high-quality Japanese teas and our 2 exciting new  
offerings from Kagoshima (next page) - TJ94: Ho-ji 
Kuki Gen-mai Cha Blend Organic and TJ04: Saemidori  
Sencha Organic (next page).  

Dōmo arigatō (thank you) 
for allowing me to share this  

wonderful adventure with you!


